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Tub Dyeing Crinoline

Materials Needed:
Crinoline Large Storage Container Large Pyrex Measuring Cup Dye Powder Salt
Measuring Cup/Spoons       Plastic Measuring Spoon Rubber Gloves Cooking Pots

Step 1 Fill bathtub with warm water and soak crinoline for at least 30 minutes.

Step 2 While crinoline is soaking bring about 5 gallons of water to a rolling boil on stove.
Step 3 In large Pyrex measuring cup add dye, 1 C salt and 2 C boiling water. Mix

thoroughly until all dye is dissolved.
Step 4 Drain tub and remove excess water from crinoline – ROLL it do NOT twist to ring

out the water – you do not want heavy creases in the fabric. Set aside
Step 5 Place storage container in tub and fill with boiling water. Add hot tap water to fill

the remainder of the way, leaving a few inches so dye water doesn’t overflow when
crinoline is added.  Add dye solution and stir well.

Step 6 Smooth out crinoline by giving it a brisk shake. Add to dye bath – start by putting in
waist down with netting towards the top. Make sure you have your rubber gloves on
to move around and submerge the fabric. Put lid on and leave for 10 minutes.

Step 7 Adjust placement of the crinoline frequently. About every 10 minutes stir with a
plastic kitchen spoon or broom handle. Moving it around helps it to dye evenly so
reposition it as much as possible – try laying it on its side – or put netting down and
waist end up. Replace lid after adjustments.

Step 8 Leave crinoline in dye bath until desired color has been reached (don’t forget it will
lighten when you do the first rinse). You may notice the dye water becoming
clearer as the color is driven into the fabric  I leave in dye bath until it has cooled
to room temperature. Empty dye bath into tub and rinse crinoline with cool water
until it runs clear. Hang to dry.


